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Introduction
The aim of the GM Optimal Lung Pathway is to ensure all lung cancer patients in GM have a clear & rapid diagnosis, whether or not it is lung cancer and any patient with lung cancer should be treated within 28 days of initial referral and upgrade to the pathway. The pathway will exceed the national guidance set out in 2017.

Summary
Front end of pathway:
Focus on rapid access to CT imaging from point of referral with same day hot reporting and clinical triage within 5 days of pathway commencing in each GM sector.

This requires the formation of ‘RAPID hub’ at each hospital that streamlines referrals to CT and acts the focal point for the daily triage of CT scans and new referrals.

Diagnostic pathway:
• Formation of sectorised expert diagnostic hubs with capacity to deliver high quality diagnostics at volume on single visit on a single site.
• Sectors will provide reliable and equitable diagnostic pathways within 9 days of initiation.

Treatment pathway:
Rapid access to different treatment specialties. Once a treatment decision has been made, rapid access to treating specialist within 5 days and commencement of treatment within 14 days in development of regional one stop cancer MDT clinics (e.g. surgical and clinical oncology combined clinics).

Expected Benefits
• Estimated 100 lives saved per year by shortening the pathway to 28 day.
• Estimated 210 more operations if the GM surgical resection rate increases to the level of best performing trust.
• Improved survival: prevention of patient deterioration whilst awaiting tests/treatment on a longer pathway.
• Reduced variation and more efficient diagnostic services.
• Shortened process of diagnosing and staging patients; reducing anxiety and distress by informing the 75% of patients referred on a lung cancer pathway that they do not have cancer in a prompt timeframe.

Scope
• £1.3 million Transformation Fund investment was secured in Autumn 2018 enabling full roll-out across the 4 GM sectors.
• It will include GM hospitals that diagnose those with lung cancer and refer for treatment.
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